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My objective was to make a body of work that used baroque sensibilities with my own 

connections to popular culture.  A series of mixed media works and one installation were created 

that infused baroque motifs with present popular design.  My interpretation of the presence of the 

Baroque was expanded by using vivid colors, textures, patterns and designs collected from my 

environment during an investigation of the theatrical fantasies of popular culture.  I expected to 

make work that could be approached conceptually from different angles, while being seductive 

on the surface. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The Baroque period, regarded as the last pan-European style, lasted throughout the 17th 

century.  This period presented a complex and dynamic variety of form and expression in direct 

opposition to the controlled moderation of Neoclassicism.  Patrons’ desires to create prestige and 

opulence in their surroundings produced the Baroque style in architecture, sculpture, painting, 

and ornamentation.  This new style celebrated the theatrical with the use of vivid color palettes, 

expressive figures, exuberant interiors and lavish drapery. 

Recently, I have been exposed to a book titled Baroque Baroque by Stephen Calloway.1  

Calloway feels that the Baroque style has reinvented itself throughout the last three hundred 

years.2  Calloway’s Baroque is more than a decorative style, but an attitude to life and 

affirmation of the delight in the richness of the grandeur of things. 3 He feels that this aesthetic 

has offered an indulgence in the colorful, the opulent, and the theatrical.4  Calloway 

demonstrates how Baroque tendencies emerged throughout this century.  He looks at the 

extravagance of fashion, theatrical affectation of Hollywood and the fantastic in architecture and 

design in our culture to reaffirm what he calls “Baroque Baroque”.5   

When investigating my work from a critical perspective, Calloway’s ideas were present 

in my desire to create visually seductive images.  My first resource to create these images came 

                                                 
1 Calloway, Stephen. Baroque, Baroque. Phaidon Press Limited. 1994 
2 Calloway, Baroque, Baroque, 15 
3 Calloway, Baroque, Baroque, 15 
4 Calloway, Baroque, Baroque, 232 
5 Calloway, Baroque, Baroque, 15 
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from the world of fashion.  Having grown up in suburbia, my connection to fashion is greatly 

influenced by my passionate collection of fashion magazines.  Their seductive qualities, glossy 

pages, celebrity photos, and fantasies acted out within the extravagant photo campaigns 

influenced me to start making collages.  I first began by directly cutting from the magazine and 

reconfiguring the exuberant colors and patterns into a surrealist environment that resembled a 

pop landscape.  Dissatisfied with only using the fashion magazine as a medium to work with, I 

began investigating other media and alternative source material to enrich and create multiple 

layers of potential interpretation in my work. 

My attraction to the images that I used in the collages is a byproduct of my having grown 

up shopping in American malls.  A fascination with clothes and their patterns has been a 

significant part of my adolescence, which has continued and increased now that I am in my 

twenties.  The Baroque impulse of “more is more” relates directly to my middle class 

upbringing, as dressing up has been a means of expression that emulates the need to create 

various fantasies.  My love of shopping has become an integral part of my art making.  I wanted 

to create the same emotion caused by the shopping experience, with its attendant fantasies in the 

gallery space. 

In my new body of work I combined the Baroque aesthetic with my knowledge and 

imagery of present popular design.  In this body of work I incorporated different materials such 

as fabrics, patterns, textures, appliqués, and drawings to create more familiar, personal, and 

interactive work.  By mixing media I started to create pieces that reference Baroque 

ornamentation influenced by inlaid furniture designs, building facades and fabric creating work 

that is layered with associations.  This body of work layered Baroque ornamentation and popular 

design to celebrate the theatrical fantasy that embodies our culture of excess. 
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Statement of Problem 

My objective was to make a body of work that used baroque sensibilities with my own 

connections to popular culture.  A series of mixed media works and one installation were created 

that infused baroque motifs with present popular design.  My interpretation of the presence of the 

Baroque was expanded by using vivid colors, textures, patterns and designs collected from my 

environment during an investigation of the theatrical fantasies of popular culture.  I expected to 

make work that could be approached conceptually from different angles, while being seductive 

on the surface. 

Questions 

1. How successful is the employment of different materials in conveying a seductive 

surface? 

2. Does the manipulation of scale work most effectively to convey POP Baroque, in the 

smaller, more intimate groupings or in the larger installations? 

3. How effective is the combination of Baroque sensibilities and popular culture in 

communicating an imaginative world that is theatrical and personal? 

Methodology 

 My work for Problem in Lieu of Thesis included approximately six groupings of mixed 

media works as well as installations.  I kept a journal that documented my research and 

progression.  My final works were exhibited in a Master of Fine Arts exhibition in the Cora 

Stafford Gallery at the University of North Texas.  After the completion of my show I wrote 

my Problem in Lieu of Thesis paper, which will continue in the next two chapters. 
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CHAPTER II 

DISCUSSION OF WORK IN RELATION TO QUESTIONS 

 In the following chapter I will answer the three questions that I posed in the introduction 

and discuss them in relation to selected pieces in the exhibition.  I found having to answer the 

questions extremely beneficial in preparing my exhibition.  The final result pushed me to 

create the best show with the elements that I had created. 

Question One 

 As I previously discussed in the introduction, I wanted to create the magical experience 

in the gallery that correlates with my shopping experience.  Stores create that fantasy by 

using luscious colors, displays, and slick packaging.  They intentionally seduce your senses 

so that you purchase their products.  Seduction is key in this experience and I attempted to 

create a seductive surface on my own art pieces, discovering that glossy surfaces and puffed 

fabric when used in successful compositions produced the most seductive surfaces in the 

exhibition.  I will discuss these components in relation to two works that were present in the 

downstairs exhibition space.  The first work is in the five-paneled piece come with me, to the 

sea (fig.1).  I found that the two panels covered with a luscious violet satin fabric and stuffed 

with batting created an enticing surface.  The light hit the shiny puffed pieces and a luminous 

glow permeated the space around them.  The puffed fabric also created an immediate 

reference to alluring soft object, a sexy comforter or pillow.  The two panels were extremely 

seductive without any imagery applied to the surface. 
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 Displayed along with the two violet panels were three polka dot pieces; each panel 

included various drawings and collaged fabric.  Come with me to the sea also had another 

quality that was successful in conveying an inviting surface.  This is present in the center 

panel where a lush surface of intertwining pattern, line, marbled fabric, and painted organic 

shapes collide to create an allover composition (fig.2).  The center panel also has three 

smaller fabric padded shapes that are adhered to the surface.  This piece acts as a crowning 

center to the five panels; its contents bring the viewer into a decorative daydream with in its 

various elements. The fluid use of pastel colors, playful imagery, appliqués, and three-

dimensional elements enticed a luscious surface that stimulated an imaginative play-land.  

These various sensations included in the five-paneled come with me, to the sea, fulfilled a 

successful composition that combines sexy fabric with playful imagery. 

 Some materials are more successful than others in conveying an alluring surface.  The 

glossier materials are more desirable.  For example, in dazzle (fig. 3), a padded diptych, the 

union of line and pattern in both fabric and drawn images exist in a figurative shape that 

combines matte and shiny materials.  The most successful areas in the composition are the 

iron-on transfer imagery.  The transfer images have a glossy appearance to them when fused 

on to the fabric, which references the pages from a fashion magazine.  The employment of 

beading in various pieces in the exhibition, as well in dazzle, intertwined throughout the 

different compositions created a touch of delicate line work that referenced desirable jewelry.  

The beadwork added a tactile surface that commanded close observation, which created an 

intimate dialogue.    

 In both come with me, to the sea and dazzle complicated compositions of various 

elements and materials were combined to create a visually simulating experience.  In my 
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investigation of seductive materials, I found that shinier materials and puffed fabric, as well 

as the more complicated compositions, are more successful in my desire to entice the viewer. 

Question Two 

 I found a distinct answer during my exploration of question number two:  The larger 

installations were more successful in conveying my Pop Baroque sensibilities as discussed in 

the introduction.  The Baroque period employed a dramatic surface movement that animated 

painting, sculpture, as well as building facades.  The grandeur of the Baroque period 

correlates to our popular culture where design infiltrates all aspects of our culture from 

makeup, clothing, and bedding to furniture.  I found that my larger installations, especially 

candy land (fig. 4) encroached upon our ability to move within physical space, and created 

an environment in the downstairs gallery.  There was a definite visible division between the 

downstairs and upstairs gallery. 

 In researching the second question, I decided to install the work to contrast the two 

different scales.  I placed the smallest pieces in the upstairs gallery (fig. 5).  These works 

were appreciated more from a closer inspection.  From afar they were less intriguing, but as 

the viewer moved closer they became intimate objects with intricate surfaces.  I decided to 

contrast this intimate experience with a louder environment downstairs.  In doing so, I 

decided to install my other small pieces downstairs by grouping them on an all together.  

Hung separately they were intriguing, but hung as a whole, salon style, they became a part of 

the room’s environment (fig.6).  They referenced the visual experience that would occupy a 

Baroque interior, but their colors and patterns were pulled from my popular environment.  I 

decided to place the grouping of the smaller pieces on a painted bubble – gum pink wall. The 

two pink walls, across from one another, had a floor piece, candyland in between them.  
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Candyland had various colorful textured circular shapes adhered to the floor.  The various 

candy-like colors popped around the floor and were mirrored on other pieces in the room.  I 

created the downstairs space to feel as a whole installation, even though they are individual 

pieces they were arranged to create an environment (fig. 4). The yellow, purple and pink 

color scheme united the space, yet the variety of intricate imagery and texture still make the 

pieces important individually.  These dichotomies between the two different visual 

experiences were combined successfully in the downstairs gallery and created an interactive 

environment. 

Question Three 

 In my final question, I was interested in discovering if the combination of Baroque 

sensibilities and popular culture was successful in communicating an imaginative world that 

is theatrical and personal.  I definitely feel that I combined elements of the Baroque period 

with my own connections to popular imagery.  The downstairs gallery was the most 

successful in doing so.  In funny face (fig.7), a wall installation, I painted the wall pink and 

adhered a darker pink-netted fabric in various shapes to the wall.  The flowing shapes 

referenced the dramatic poses of figurative Baroque sculptures, but at the same time were 

reminiscent of such playful costume designs from the eighties movie Pretty in Pink or the set 

designs of Audrey Hepburn’s Funny Face.  The multiple references were exactly what I 

wanted to achieve in conveying a theatrical environment. 

 Another piece that combines both sensibilities successfully was boop (fig.8).  In the 

smaller piece, boop, Baroque and pop imagery were combined to create a successful 

composition.  Boop consisted of a small four inch by four inch padded surface that is covered 

with a marbled fabric.  Marbling is a dyed fabric process that creates a lustrous design that 
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swirls and twists multiple colors in an active background.  Within this field were yellow 

stitched lines that emulated a spiral design in the marbled fabric.  Collaged on the fabric were 

small circular bubbles that have the images of women’s’ fishnet pantyhose.  The relationship 

between the lush figurative appeal of the marbled fabric and the seductive imagery of the 

collaged bubbles engaged the viewer in an intimate space with both popular imagery and the 

spiral forms of Baroque ornamentation. 

 In many of the works in my exhibition I combined baroque sensibilities with popular 

design.  In future works I want to combine more Baroque imagery.  For example, various 

ornamentation culled from the period with my own experience to popular culture.  I do feel 

that I succeed in combining these elements in the exhibition, but in the future I will make my 

references and source material more visible in each piece. 
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CHAPTER III 

CONCLUSION 

 In conclusion, I solved the problem that I stated in the introduction.  My objective was to 

make a body of work that used baroque sensibilities with my connections to popular culture.  

I created a series of mixed media works and installations that used vivid colors, textures, 

patterns and designs collected from my environment to create a theatrical experience in the 

gallery.  I discovered that the employment of shinier materials, puffed surfaces and 

complicated compositions were more successful in creating a seductive surface.  In the 

process of installing the work I decided that the downstairs environment created a more 

powerful Pop Baroque experience due to the overall scale of the installation.  With all the 

elements that I used to create many works, I found that it is indeed possible to combine a 

historical period, such as the Baroque, with designs drawn from my own popular 

environment to create an exhibition that was theatrical and personal. 
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